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Abstract

This paper presents the newest release (v0.52-beta) of the VIRTTAC-Castor flight dynamical simulation
model. VIRTTAC-Castor is the first model of a larger family, VIRTTAC (Virtual Test Aircraft), developed
at the DLR Institute of Flight Systems and freely available on GitHub. These models are black boxes in
order to put the users in the situation of a flight test engineer who does not have access to the model
equations or parameters but can only test the complete aircraft system as a whole. The VIRTTAC-Castor
configuration is a 100-passenger twin-engine high-wing T-tail transport aircraft. The novelties introduced
with this new version include the first versions of two fault/abnormal scenarios: a wing icing case and
actuator jamming for one or more primary control surfaces (elevators, ailerons, or rudder). In addition to
introducing these new features, the paper also provides new information regarding the operational flight
envelope (e.g. service ceiling, VMO, MMO, VFE for each configuration).

1 VIRTTAC: VIRTUAL TEST AIRCRAFT –
MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES

The authors recently started developing and sharing on
GitHub a family of aircraft models called VIRTTAC1 (VIR-
tual TesT AirCraft). The whole idea of creating VIRT-
TAC comes from the observation of the authors that in
the area of flight dynamics and flight control there is a
lack of commonly available, good and realistic bench-
mark models close to real aircraft behavior and charac-
teristics. Most engineers and researchers are develop-
ing and/or using proprietary models for their work, but
they often cannot share these models. Very often these
restrictions result from the vehicles themselves and the
fact that manufacturers tend to consider that these mod-
els might reveal some trade secrets or that they might
lose some control over the investigations made based on
the models of their vehicles. Engineering-related disci-
plines differ from more fundamental science in the sense
that their actual goal is less to produce new knowledge
than to create something of economical or strategical
value from the current body of knowledge. Whilst new
knowledge might be produced along the way, the con-
text strongly drives engineering work towards a future
return on investment. In this context, openness is mainly
seen as a potential future loss of revenue and as po-
tentially endangering the currently foreseeable revenues
(e.g. through additional risks to current programs). In or-
der to support research and science in their domains,

1https://github.com/VIRTTAC/VIRTTAC
Contact: VIRTTAC@dlr.de

the authors decided to build and provide VIRTTAC to the
entire community.

Valuable research can be done using proprietary mod-
els and published, but the comparison of the results ob-
tained is very difficult since each scientist not only might
have tuned their method/system slightly differently but
also have very different applications/models to start with.
For example, in 17 fairly recent publications related to
aircraft flight envelope protections [1–17] no less than
12 different aircraft types or models were used. Simi-
larly, publications on system identification of flight sys-
tems also have been explained and demonstrated using
numerous aircraft, e.g. no less than 20 different aircraft
types are considered in the references [18–36].

Apart from slowing down research and innovation, this
situation is also problematic in the sense that good sci-
ence thrives through comparing hypotheses with obser-
vations and through independent validation of the results
by different teams. Reproducibility of the results and
cross-checking have been corner stones in science and
will remain so. Note that it is a fundamental problem
across all scientific areas. In order to foster research
in mathematical optimization, many test functions have
been developed and commonly used to illustrate the
properties of optimization methods (see for instance [37]
and references therein). In aeronautics, various exam-
ples of commonly shared benchmark problems can be
found as well. For instance, NASA have developed and
shared the “Common Research Model” (CRM) and the
“Transport Class Model” (TCM). CRM is an aircraft con-
figuration for which data has been produced and shared.
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In particular application to high speed, natural laminar
flow, and icing can be found in the literature. TCM is de-
rived from a sub-scale “Generic Transport Model” (GTM)
simulation [38] and is a fully functioning aircraft flight dy-
namics simulation including realistic engine and actua-
tor behavior, sensor models and a flight control system.
Although a significant number of failure scenarios were
considered, computed and tested in CFD and wind tun-
nels [39], only a few of them were implemented in the
distributed Simulink simulation model.

VIRTTAC is developed to address this problem with
two main objectives in mind:

1. provide high-quality representative models to engi-
neers and researchers who need some but do not
have access to the kind of research infrastructure
that the authors have access to.

2. provide a wide range of benchmarks to the commu-
nity with various complexity levels, including some
which comprise as many real-world effects as pos-
sible. The objective for the most complex bench-
marks is that it should never be possible to pass
them successfully but fail in the real-world due to ef-
fects that could not be tested with VIRTTAC. Whilst
the objective is to build complete benchmarks, the
current work mainly focuses on the development of
the dynamic aircraft model at the heart of these
benchmarks. A first benchmark example for air-
craft system identification is presently being devel-
oped [40].

This last element “never pass the most complex
benchmark if it fails in practice” directly leads to the need
for representative system architectures and for modeling
of all kinds of real-world effects. Information that would
not be available in practice should also be hidden from
the users of VIRTTAC in order to ensure that it cannot
be exploited. This includes information on the internal
working of the models, their exact structure, parameter
values, etc. Similarly, all values that are required for per-
forming the simulations but which would not be available
in practice (e.g. information for which no sensor exists
or is installed/available in a real aircraft) are not acces-
sible to the users. To some extent, VIRTTAC might be
compared to TCM as they both provide flight dynamics
simulation models, but there are two major differences:
First, as it will become clearer in the following, VIRTTAC
will progressively include more than just the simulation
model. Second, as just explained, the internal working
of the VIRTTAC model also needs to be hidden from the
users.

Most users have prior knowledge about flight mechan-
ics/dynamics and control and they should use it. The be-
havior of VIRTTAC will be very familiar to flight dynam-
ics specialists, since the vehicle behaves like an aircraft.
However, no equations and no aerodynamic coefficient
derivatives will be made available. Precise knowledge
of the aircraft can be gained by “virtually flight-testing”

it (i.e. performing simulations with the same constraints
as in flight test). Knowledge gained on the VIRTTAC
models can be exchanged with the rest of the commu-
nity (e.g. through exchange of models obtained through
system identification) and is encouraged. The authors
intend, aside from the website where VIRTTAC and its
updates can be downloaded, to organize with the in-
terested parties an exchange platform for the commu-
nity and gather information regarding all investigations
that were performed using VIRTTAC. If users want to
share such models or data related to one of the VIRT-
TAC models, they can either make a “pull request” within
the GitHub platform or contact the VIRTTAC team under
the e-mail address: VIRTTAC@dlr.de.

In the long term, the authors plan to build several
models with slightly different characteristics and behav-
iors. For each of these models a rough description of
the model will be provided. This description will include
some basic description of the shape of the aircraft and
its geometry and can be imagined as what a specialist
would notice by looking at the aircraft. A few key tech-
nical specifications will be provided as well. It is not in-
tended to enable users to generate alternative data sets
on the aircraft from other sources than the provided sim-
ulation model, therefore no detailed design data of any
kind will be provided (no CAD geometry, structure de-
sign, etc.). The simulation is based on a nonlinear rigid-
body model, which is meant to be valid for a predefined
flight envelope and will include several high-lift configu-
rations and additional effects like stall or ground effect in
its final version.

The only aircraft considered hereafter is named
VIRTTAC-Castor, the first of the VIRTTAC family [41].

2 OVERVIEW OF VIRTTAC-CASTOR

VIRTTAC-Castor represents a generic short- to medium-
haul transport aircraft for around 100 passengers with
a high wing (small anhedral) and a T-tail configuration.
This configuration has been completely created from
scratch for VIRTTAC [41]. An artistic illustration of the
VIRTTAC-Castor is given in Fig. 1 and as well in Fig. 2
as three-side view. This illustration is provided for a com-
mon understanding of the modeled aircraft but no CAD
model and precise geometry is given/distributed (at least
for now). This aircraft was not produced through a com-
plete pre-design process but its dimensions and char-
acteristics correspond to a short-to-medium range com-
mercial air transportation role with a capacity of around
100 passengers. Table 1 provides an overview on its cur-
rent dimensions and characteristics, which is not com-
plete but gives the user the necessary information for
subsequent model use.

Aerodynamics:
The aircraft model’s aerodynamics contain formulations
of nonlinear and unsteady effects of wing and empen-
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Figure 1: Artistic illustration of the VIRTTAC-Castor con-
figuration

Geometry

aircraft length 30.0 m
wing span 28.0 m
horizontal tail span 10.4 m
wing area 75.0 m2

horizontal tail area 20.0 m2

wing aspect ratio 10.4
mean aerodynamic chord 2.17 m

Main characteristics

MTOW / max. take-off weight 56 000 kg
empty weight 33 000 kg
max. fuel weight 16 000 kg
max. payload / PAX weight 12 000 kg
max. range 5 500 km
service ceiling 35 000 ft
MMO / max. operating Mach number 0.76
VMO / max. operating speed 300 kt CAS
cruise Mach number 0.725

Table 1: Key parameters of VIRTTAC-Castor

nage. The model benefits from DLR’s large experience
in modeling and identifying complex aerodynamic mod-
els for different airplanes across their full flight enve-
lope [24, 42, 43]. The aerodynamic model formulation
allows easy implementation of failure cases of an aero-
dynamic degradation of various sources as defined in
section 5.

Propulsion:
The VIRTTAC-Castor model further includes two turbo-
fan engine models which can be controlled separately.
The engine command inputs correspond to a engine fan
shaft rotation speed N1 expressed in % of the nomi-
nal maximum speed. The dynamic model will there-
fore correspond to the behavior of the engine plus the
corresponding FADEC. The long term development of
VIRTTAC-Castor will include the implementation of com-
plex dynamic models of the engines, but for the first ver-
sion of VIRTTAC-Castor only much simpler preliminary

(a) top view

(b) front view

(c) side view

Figure 2: Artistic illustration of the VIRTTAC-Castor con-
figuration, multiview projection

models will be used to describe the engine characteris-
tics.

Flight Controls:
The simulation model of VIRTTAC-Castor contains sev-
eral control surfaces including various spoilers on the
wing. In detail, the model provides:

• trimable horizontal stabilizer
• left and right elevators
• left and right ailerons
• rudder
• five spoilers on each side (four roll spoil-

ers/airbrakes and one ground spoiler)

Actuator models are implemented for all control surfaces
including limits for deflections, deflection rates, and ac-
celerations. The actual control surface deflection is mea-
sured internally by the actuator and provided as output
of the VIRTTAC-Castor model. The commanded signal
and the measured deflection can therefore be compared,
enabling the users to compare them within a flight con-
trol system fault detection logic. Different actuator faults
will be integrated in the model over time (see section 5).
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Sensor Models:
Sensor models are a crucial element for VIRTTAC: they
are the only way to know what is happening to the air-
craft during the simulation. The physical quantities mea-
sured, the sensor characteristics (e.g. calibration, noise,
dynamic behavior, quantization errors) as well as all the
real-world issues related to where and how they are in-
stalled on the airframe are defined as closely as pos-
sible to the state-of-the-art regular aircraft instrumenta-
tion. The usual list of measurements provided by air data
and inertial reference systems on Part/CS-25 airplanes
is available for VIRTTAC(-Castor). When it is common
practice to have redundancies in the regular aircraft in-
strumentation, several sensors are also modeled. For
now, VIRTTAC-Castor2 contains three inertial reference
units and four independent air data systems.

3 UPDATED VERSION VIRTTAC-CASTOR,
VERSION 0.52-BETA

The first version of VIRTTAC-Castor, version 0.5-alpha,
was announced and briefly described in [41,44] and put
on GitHub in May 2019, and since then a few bug fixes
have been integrated to this version. It is available for
Windows, Mac OS, and Linux and successfully tested
with a wide range of MATLAB/Simulink versions. The
new features described in the following of the present
paper constitute the modifications between the versions
0.5-alpha and 0.52-beta of VIRTTAC-Castor. The de-
scriptions given hereafter are restricted to the changes
that can be observed by the users: the purely internal
modifications to the source code of the model and of the
simulation framework are not described hereafter.

The aircraft trim algorithm never perfectly trims the air-
craft. This is intended because in practice test pilots try
to establish the set of flight conditions defined for the
test point and described on the corresponding test card,
but these conditions are never perfectly established. Re-
gardless of the motivations for performing this test point
and the actions that are then undertaken (e.g. exciting
the aircraft for system identification or activating a new
flight controller), the final result should be robust against
the imperfect initial conditions. The deviations from the
desired flight conditions are taken randomly within rea-
sonable bounds. The exact same simulation cannot be
performed twice (the seed of the random generator is
initialized differently to prevent this), just as a given test
point cannot be reproduced under exactly the same con-
ditions (same mistrim and atmospheric turbulence). In
order to ease debugging tasks, the development of a
special mode avoiding this limitation is considered by
the authors, but to which extent this functionality will be
provided for end users of VIRTTAC remains unclear for
now. Furthermore, from this new version on (0.52-beta),
VIRTTAC-Castor will always fly within a at least very

2in version 0.5-alpha and in version 0.52-beta as well

lightly turbulent atmosphere. The authors have a quite
extensive list of ideas to make a more realistic model-
ing of the atmosphere and to include it in future versions
of VIRTTAC-Castor. However, many improvements re-
garding the VIRTTAC-Castor model itself (flight dynam-
ics, aerodynamics, systems, etc.) are of higher priority
for now and therefore little to no improvement related to
the model of the atmosphere used shall be expected in
the near future.

Moreover, with VIRTTAC-Castor 0.52-beta a few new,
yet still incomplete, features regarding aircraft loading
and the fuel management are added. VIRTTAC-Castor
now includes three separate fuel tanks (one in the left
wing, one in the right wing and one center tank) with the
respective capacities given in Table 2. The external user-
defined set of fuel quantity resp. fuel mass is replaced
by the definition of a fuel configuration, which further de-
fines the fuel quantity in each tank (even distribution) and
the corresponding change of the center of gravity (CG).
During the flight, fuel is consumed from the tanks and
the weight and balance of the aircraft changes accord-
ingly with the simulation time. With the implementation
of this new weight and balance configuration, new sen-
sors for fuel flow and fuel quantities in each tank have
been implemented and their outputs are now part of the
vector of measurements provided in the outputs of the
model. These changes in the weight and balance imple-
mentation brings VIRTTAC-Castor one step closer to its
foreseen realism, but a complete simulation of a real fuel
system architecture is not included yet.

Users can now provide their own payload and pay-
load mass distribution. Presently, a payload mass as
well as a payload center of gravity (CG) position3 can be
selected. In order to prevent mistakes, basic checks are
implemented. For instance, the sum of the masses of the
empty aircraft, the fuel, and the payload are not allowed
to exceed the maximum take-off weight (MTOW). The
payload cannot have negative mass either. Presently the
payload CG cannot lie outside the fuselage or even un-
realistically close the the fuselage limits. Adding masses
outside the fuselage might be considered later on, e.g.
for wing pods, but this kind of features is likely to remain
of low priority.

A complete loading (weight & balance) envelope still
needs to be defined for VIRTTAC-Castor. It would in-
clude the typical limits on the longitudinal and lateral CG
position which results from stability and controllability re-
quirements. Eventually, limits related to the equilibrium

3i.e. the CG of payload itself, not of the loaded aircraft

Tank Max. fuel capacity

left wing 7375 L (≈ 5900 kg of Jet A-1)
right wing 7375 L (≈ 5900 kg of Jet A-1)
center 5250 L (≈ 4200 kg of Jet A-1)

Table 2: Fuel tank capacity of VIRTTAC-Castor
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on the ground (with respect to the landing gear position,
ensuring maneuverability on ground, not overloading the
respective landing gears, etc.) will also be included. This
aircraft loading envelope would complement the flight
envelope limits defined in the following section.

4 FIRST DEFINITION OF THE FLIGHT EN-

VELOPE

The VIRTTAC-Castor flight envelope definition is orien-
tated on the aircraft’s foreseen operations as short to
medium range transport aircraft. Several limitations of
the flight envelope have already been defined in [41]
and given in Table 1 with a few additions. These initial
limits already included the maximum values for speed,
altitude and aircraft mass: they were verified and kept
(as there was no need to modify them) but are comple-
mented hereafter for version 0.52-beta.

In particular, maximum velocities for each configura-
tion were defined and are given hereafter. In the clean
configuration, the maximum speed is limited by either of
two values (whichever is reached first for the current at-
mospheric conditions): the maximum operating speed
VMO is 300 kt CAS (calibrated airspeed) and the maxi-
mum operating Mach number MMO is 0.76.

Table 3 provides the values for the maximum velocity
with flaps extended (VFE) for each of the high lift con-
figurations, from 1 to 5 (full flaps). The high lift system
can only be used at FL200 (20,000 ft) or below. This is
rather an arbitrary value, which was inspired by the Air-
bus A320. Note that a steady horizontal flight is not ex-
pected to be possible with each of these configurations
across all altitudes (from ground to FL200) and for all
weights between OEW (operational empty weight) and
MTOW (maximum take-off weight).

Whilst this does not constitute a real limit of the flight
envelope, setting initial conditions with a velocity lower
than the ones given in Table 4 will generate an error mes-
sage. These boundaries will be refined in the future: they
correspond to a first attempt at making VIRTTAC-Castor
behave like the aircraft plus its flight test pilots/engineers.
If an experimenter defines a test card with flight condi-
tions which include a very low velocity for the desired
altitude and the expected aircraft mass, the flight test
engineers or the pilots would normally reject that test
point (refuse to even try to perform that maneuver). In
VIRTTAC-Castor v0.52-beta, the minimal velocities (see
Table 4) are applied regardless of the current aircraft
mass. The values given in this table should correspond
to velocities that are slightly above the stall speed in 1g
flight at MTOW (Vs1g(m = MTOW)). For larger altitudes
the limits on the engines’ thrust will probably prevent a
successful trim in steady flight.

New cross-checks of the aircraft fuel and payload con-
figurations were added. All in all, the current definition of
the flight envelope allows a flight with operational aircraft
mass configuration within its limits.

high lift max. altitude VFE(conf)
configuration (flight level) in kt (CAS)

1 FL200 220
2 FL200 205
3 FL200 175
4 FL200 175

5 (full) FL200 160

Table 3: Boundaries of VIRTTAC-Castor flight envelope;
high lift configuration 1 to 5 (full)

high lift conf. 0 1 2 3 4 5

Vmin in kt (CAS) 195 180 170 165 155 145

Table 4: Additional limitation imposed on the initial min-
imum speed for VIRTTAC-Castor for configura-
tion 0 (clean) to 5 (full)

Users should keep in mind that the lower limit of the
aircraft mass configuration for reasonable operations is
a minimum fuel of 2000 kg and payload of 1000 kg, even
if the model allows lower weights. As already mentioned
earlier, VIRTTAC-Castor users should keep in mind that
the aircraft’s performance does not allow a steady flight
with MTOW throughout the whole envelope. Especially
in case of a fully deployed high lift system, the maximum
altitude for steady flight conditions is lower than the max-
imum altitude for extending flaps defined in Table 3. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes all the limits given in this section in an
altitude-speed diagram.

Figure 3: VIRTTAC-Castor design flight envelope:
altitude-speed diagram for different aircraft
high lift system configurations.



5 NEW FAILURE CASES

For the first version of the benchmark model several test
scenarios and failure cases are already available and will
be extended in the future. The currently foreseen set of
scenarios contains:

• wing icing
• horizontal tail damage and icing
• actuator faults
• engine bird strike

This section focuses on the failure cases that are added
to VIRTTAC-Castor in v0.52-beta: a wing icing case and
an actuator jamming fault for elevators, ailerons and rud-
der.

5.1 WING ICE CASE

Ice can have hazardous effects on the aircraft’s flight
characteristics [45]. Large accumulations on the wing
– usually mostly near the wing leading edge – increase
the drag and reduce the maximum angle of attack (see
Fig. 4) and consequently increase the stall speed. This
has a direct influence on the safe flight envelope and
poses a threat to crew and passengers. VIRTTAC-
Castor (and probably most future VIRTTAC family mod-
els) will be capable of considering the effects of a generic
wing ice accumulation in terms of the resulting aerody-
namic degradation. The timely increase of degradation
resp. accumulation as well as a de-icing can be triggered
by the user whereas the details about the degradation it-
self are part of the closed model to allow a fair and realis-
tic test of new developments like detection algorithms or
robust flight controllers. The corresponding knowledge
about the effects to be expected and a realistic amount
of degradation is derived from previous icing research at
DLR [46, 47] where high-quality simulation models were
identified from flight data.
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Figure 4: Change of aircraft lift curve and drag polar
adapted from [45]

To reliably simulate the wing ice case several points
must be considered. First, ice accumulation on the air-
craft wings and other parts of the airframe occurs with
specific atmospheric conditions which favor the exis-
tence of supercooled liquid water in the air. These con-
ditions are normally found in clouds and therefore are

accompanied by a significant level of turbulence. In the
VIRTTAC model this is considered by enforcing a min-
imum level of turbulence when the wing ice case is ac-
tive (activation and deactivation occur with some random
time delay between a few seconds and one minute).

Second, the existence of certain icing conditions in
the atmosphere is still hard to predict due to the com-
plex stochastic effects. Nevertheless, areas with a high
probability of icing conditions can be predicted nowa-
days. The fact that we are dealing with probabilities of
encountering icing conditions also means that icing in
VIRTTAC should not start instantaneously after trigger-
ing the wing ice case flag. As this new failure case might
be of interest for scientists/engineers who are working on
ice detection or on flight control adaption/reconfiguration,
the implementation includes some randomness. For in-
stance, the actual simulated ice accretion and as a con-
sequence the change of aerodynamics characteristics of
VIRTTAC-Castor start with a random time delay.

Third, ice accretion is in general a relatively slow pro-
cess (compared to the typical airplane dynamics), except
for a flight in special rare atmospheric conditions. For
VIRTTAC-Castor, a model covering the major effects of
icing in the most general case is implemented which con-
siders a moderate ice accretion rate. On the other hand,
when resetting the wing ice case (e.g. to simulate the
activation of an ice protection system), a near to nominal
behavior is obtained fairly quickly.

Figure 5 shows the results of an example simulation
with temporary wing ice. In this specific example, in
order to allow a stable flight during this relatively long
simulation of the aircraft motion with increasing aerody-
namic degradation a very simple controller is used to
maintain the altitude. Nevertheless, it was decided to
not use an additional speed control loop which allows
to see the icing-induced flight performance change in
a reduction of the airspeed. After 50 s of steady state
horizontal flight, the wing ice flag is triggered to initiate
the failure case. Several seconds later the measured
pitch rate shows the aircraft’s response to the medium
turbulence which accompanies the icing in the VIRTTAC-
Castor model by definition4. After some additional (ran-
dom) time delay, the aircraft’s aerodynamic character-
istics start to change, which typically consists in a de-
terioration of the flight performance as well as further
changes affecting the dynamic behavior and the han-
dling of the aircraft. The simple controller in this exam-
ple compensates the loss of altitude, which would oth-
erwise occur, with a counteracting elevator command.
Consequently, the loss of total energy due to the per-
formance deterioration can be seen through the loss of
kinetic energy. The reset of the original aircraft aerody-
namics is triggered by removing the failure case flag at
430 s of simulation time. The aircraft “leaves” the icing

4Note that the turbulence is barely visible in the measured angle of
attack and airspeed resulting from the implemented sensor character-
istics and amplitude of measurement noise.
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Figure 5: Example of wing ice case with VIRTTAC-Castor: time histories of wing ice case flag, commanded elevator
deflection (LH/RH) aircraft pitch response, measured angle of attack, measured calibrated airspeed and
measured barometric altitude.

conditions, the deterioration of the aircraft aerodynamics
characteristics is removed within a random time frame
and additional turbulence is stopped after the wing ice
failure case is completely reset inside the model.

The herein presented wing icing scenario already in-
cludes very interesting effects and is a capability that is
otherwise not available in other freely distributed flight
dynamics models. The authors intend to further im-
prove the modeling of wing icing, for instance by in-
cluding asymmetric ice shapes as well as by improving
the aerodynamic model for symmetric ice shapes dur-
ing asymmetric flight (e.g. asymmetric stall during lateral
maneuvers). Such capabilities were already developed
by the authors for other models, but need to be ported to
VIRTTAC-Castor.

5.2 ACTUATOR JAMMING

In the long term the authors intend to develop and inte-
grate very realistic actuator models, which include many
real-world effects related to the variations in terms of dy-
namic behavior for the nominal (i.e. fully functioning) ac-
tuators but also in faulty conditions. In version 0.52-beta

the implementation of the actuators has been modified
to prepare for the future inclusion of these real-world ef-
fects and an actuator jamming, i.e. “freezing” of one or
more actuators, is made available as a first (simple) fault
case. Note that the actuator position measurement re-
mains affected by noise and is therefore not constant.
The primary control surface actuators of both elevators,
ailerons and the rudder can be set in failure mode, which
will trigger the jamming fault at the current position within
a certain time delay (less than 30 seconds) after receiv-
ing the fault flag in the model. As VIRTTAC is meant to
be a very realistic virtual flight test platform the actua-
tor fault is initialized randomly after triggering the failure
case because such failure would occur unforeseeable in
a real aircraft. Resetting the actuator and restoring the
normal behavior is also done randomly within a certain
time frame after removing the failure case flag.

Figure 6 gives an example of separate actuator faults
of left and right elevator. For this example an elevator
sweep input command of small amplitude is used to vi-
sualize the failure case characteristics. The jamming of
the two actuators (of the left and of the right elevators)
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Figure 6: Example of elevator actuator jamming with VIRTTAC-Castor: time histories of commanded elevator de-
flection (LH/RH), measured elevator deflection (LH/RH), aircraft pitch response and actuator fault flags for
both elevator actuators.

is triggered and reset at different – arbitrarily chosen –
simulation times:

• left hand elevator actuator jamming:
provoked at 1.9 s and reset at 19.2 s,

• right hand elevator actuator jamming:
provoked at 8.8 s and reset at 25.6 s.

As for the wing icing case, the flag does not trigger
the fault directly but rather configures the simulation in
such a way that the fault will occur in the near future.
The change in behavior of the actuator will occur several
seconds after the flag was set: the delay is here also
random. When this happens the control surface stops at
the current position. With the frozen left hand elevator,
the output of the VIRTTAC-Castor model changes ac-
cordingly in terms of reducing the dynamic pitch rate re-
sponse amplitude by 50 % (measured signal from IRU1).
During the phase of both actuators frozen, the com-
manded sweep input is not fed to the control surface. Af-
ter resetting the actuator faults, the actuators work prop-
erly again and the aircraft reacts perfectly to the elevator
input sweep.

This very simple fault presented here is just a pre-
lude to the introduction of many more real-world ef-
fects into the VIRTTAC actuator models. It also illus-
trates the kind of triggering mechanisms that the authors
are currently considering for implementing benchmarks
based on VIRTTAC and involving complex combination
of faults. This reduced capability can already be used

to demonstrate controllers with automatic reallocation of
the control commands.

6 SUMMARY

This paper presents the ongoing developments of the
VIRTTAC-Castor model that the authors created and
made available to the entire community this year via
GitHub. At this stage, this activity is a side project for
the authors with very limited resources, but the authors
are convinced that sharing these models and developing
good benchmarks around them can be very valuable for
the aircraft flight dynamics and control community. The
current developments focus on three areas: 1) further
validation and refinement of the models provided, 2) de-
velopment of concrete scenarios for benchmarks, and 3)
continuous improvement of the underlying code base in
order to permit quick update cycles and prepare for more
complex models. This third aspect is hardly observable
from the users’ point of view but is presently where most
of the work is being done. Indeed, the requirements that
are specific to VIRTTAC and linked to ensuring that the
model can only be used as a test aircraft could require
the implementation of mechanisms that are otherwise
not needed in typical models / simulation programs.
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A CONDITIONS OF USE

The following information is provided with the aim of al-
lowing the readers of the paper to know the terms of
the used licenses without having to download VIRTTAC
first. Since these licenses might evolve over time and dif-
fer from file to file, the license information provided with
each VIRTTAC model applies: the following information
is of indicative nature only.

Source files
As of now, anyone can download and use the VIRTTAC
models. Any part of VIRTTAC provided in source form
(e.g. MATLAB .m files or Simulink models) is subject to
the very permissive MIT license:

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2018 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt e.V., Christoph Deiler, Nicolas Fezans

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to
any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,
merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to
whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission
notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITH-
OUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONIN-
FRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AU-
THORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABIL-
ITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR
THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFT-
WARE.

Other files: executable, binaries, binary data
All non-disclosed code and data files (e.g. executable,
dynamic/static libraries, binary files, etc.) are licensed
under the Creative Common Attribution-NoDerivs 4.0
Generic license (CC-BY-ND 4.0). A human-readable
summary is provided hereafter: please refer to the offi-
cial license text for the legally binding text. Note that any

attempt to disassemble the binary code, binary data, ex-
ecutable, or dynamic/static libraries provided is hereby
considered as a derivative and is consequently hereby
prohibited, even if not shared. A normal use of VIRTTAC
for its intended purpose does not require such opera-
tions and therefore users will normally not be affected by
this restriction.

CC-BY-ND 4.0 (human-readable summary)

• You are free to:

– Share – copy and redistribute the material
in any medium or format for any purpose,
even commercially.

– The licensor cannot revoke these free-
doms as long as you follow the license
terms.

• Under the following terms:

– Attribution – You must give appropriate
credit, provide a link to the license, and
indicate if changes were made. You may
do so in any reasonable manner, but not
in any way that suggests the licensor en-
dorses you or your use.

– NoDerivatives – If you remix, transform, or
build upon the material, you may not dis-
tribute the modified material.

– No additional restrictions – You may not
apply legal terms or technological mea-
sures that legally restrict others from doing
anything the license permits.

B VIRTTAC DOWNLOAD AND CONTACT
INFORMATION

To provide the models of the VIRTTAC family to the com-
munity, a GitHub repository was created. This repository
is located at https://github.com/VIRTTAC/VIRTTAC and
will be updated if necessary due to new model develop-
ments of aircraft within the VIRTTAC family.

For any questions on VIRTTAC-Castor, the VIRTTAC
family or for general support concerning the VIRTTAC
simulation, please use the following VIRTTAC email ad-
dress:

VIRTTAC@dlr.de.
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